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Archaeology reads the history or prehistory of people and their cultures by a 

study of their artefacts , engravings, monuments, and other such remains, 

particularly those that excavated. The archaeology museums now follow an 

unconventional way for the people in a fun and attractive ways that will lead to 

improving the way and attitude of the nation toward their artefacts.

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Project’s Overview 

1.2.1 Definition: 

Each nation has an extensive history that is proud of their archaeological sites. 

The project is educational, cultural that focused on awareness and heritage. The 

project designed to be a Home for visitors , researches and  archaeologists in 

Tabuk that includes a program of seminars, workshops, conferences, publications 

and research centre, as well as laboratory space for a wide range of 

archaeological research, which crosses periods and approaches in its exploration 

of the diversity of the human past that exist in the region. As a result, encouraging 

the visitors to gain experience.

1.2.2 Project Goal

The purposes of archaeology are to document and describe the beginnings and 

growth of people culture, know culture story, cultural development, and analyse 

the behaviour of human and environment, for both prehistoric and historic 

civilisations. Also, explain how and why individual behaviour has evolved. 

Archaeologists seek patterns in the evolution of significant cultural issues. For 

example, the improvement of cultivation, the appearance of capitals, or the 

breakdown of higher civilisations for proofs of why these stories happened.
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1.2.3 Project objectives

• Take care of the antiquities and heritage, and highlight them at the 

international forums.

• Accelerate the advancements of archaeology in Saudi Arabia and educate the 

public about the rich cultural heritage of this region.

• To increase the number of spaces for cultural activities in the regions

1.2.4 Project historical Review: 

The concept of the museum and the conversion of museums to educational 

centres in its historical evolution. A museum, as a concept, appears from the 9 

muses every possessing a different capacity and source of inspiration  Open and 

surrounded spaces (gardens and inside temples) applied to these 9 muses were 

named museums in old Greece. Nevertheless, Alexandria museum founded in the 

4th century B.C which is the first institution that showed collection, exhibition, 

preservation and categorization missions for museums in the historical 

development.  A whole archive was involved in Alexandria through attending 

every settlement in the Mediterranean to gather artefacts through copying 

sometimes by seizing by means of pillages. Therefore, Alexandria museum is the 

temple of the spirit to bring collectively all cultural indicators of the world in the 

same location. 
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The collections of Medieval were the means to gather resources and to follow 

what is different to present them. Through the exploration of the New world 

including a producing conquest to faraway states, not only the states but also the 

universe of images of The Other was conquered. Museums with their Cabinets of 

Curiosity, that represent each thing that is exceptional and unique, are exalted to 

magical settings.

In the modern worldview the museums converted into visible encyclopedias

founded with a philosophy of classification and documentation preferably than 

classifying the strange things or the living things. Therefore, the museums have 

begun to grow as service facilities that participate to the improvement of the society 

rather of settings that only collect and store objects. 

The Palazzo Medici established in the 15th century and placed the foundations 

of the modern museum, arts and science began to change toward educational 

frames. Presently, the most expensive artefacts of the past are displayed in the 

museum context in a historical sequence. The purpose of object-based knowledge 

usage began to be predominant in the 8th century along with the founding of the 

institutional structure and the 19th century made the provision of services to train 

the working class that began to quickly expand in the cities as an end of 

industrialization and the museums have acquired the mission of teaching civilians 

as well. 
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1.3 Project's Design Over View: 

1.3.1 Concept & Philosophy:

The museum creating an educational culture through sharing and outreach.

0
1

0
2

0
3

0
4

ENTERTAINMENT

EDUCATIONAL

FUNCTIONAL

CULTURAL

Attain fully program space and 
the relation between the 
zones.

Engaging people in actively 
exploring ideas, using the 
entertainment program as a 
catalyst.

Involving people with Saudi 
heritage through providing 
several types of exhibition

1.3.2 Aspects

Aspects

Diagram 1.1 Aspects of the project
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1.3.3 Program: 

MAIN

DEPT. OF ANTIQUITIES MUSEUM

LABORATORIES

RESEARCH ROOMS

ADMIN OFFICEIS

LIBRRARY

EQUIPMENT 
STORGES

EXHIBITIONS

THEATER

EDUCATIONAL 
AREA

GALLERY

Diagram 1.2 Program zones
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1.3.4 Summary 

To sum up, this project is significant for our cultural knowledge to take 

care of the antiquities and heritage and deliver them into the next level, which 

will accelerate the advancements of archaeology in Saudi Arabia and educate 

the public about the rich cultural heritage of this region.
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Chapter 2
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This chapter introduces some of the significant museums, 

archaeological and research centres. those have inspired, and reminded its 

people of their ancestors various achievements and relates to their 

traditions and culture. as well as, introduces basic case studies with new 

trends and development that represent the best examples of museums in 

the modern world. this will support the next chapters for the final 

program, as well as defining the site selection criteria. 

2.1 Introduction
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2.2 Case studies overview 

The first case study is located at one of the popular archaeological site in 

northern portion of Malaysia which is Bujang Valley, Kedah. This project provide 

a large scale that design many facilities compatible to be build on the earmarked 

place for both tourist  and research purposes. The second case study, is an 

international architectural competition for the new Cyprus museum. They design 

a museum for the public and antiquities department for the archaeologists and 

researchers that who are interested in the archaeology sector. In the design, they 

respecting the environment surrounding and the identity of the place where it can 

be easily integrated with the others. The exhibition displayed an archaeological 

artefacts from various historical periods, which are constantly unearthed.  using 

as a guideline the evolution of the historical periods, through the antiquities, start 

from the early aceramic Neolithic period and concludes – leads to the early 

Christian period. The third case also I take it from the architectural competition 

for the new Cyprus. M.E.T.A. firm target to capture the core of archaeology, 

specifically the pursuit of uncovering and reinstating the history through the 

literal excavation of the today. M.E.T.A., a canal of archaeological artefacts, is 

lifted off the earth, while at the same time uncovering the pieces of an old capital 

below. This signs to the conceptual “revelation” of unknown time stories that 

complements any constructive “excavation”. 

Figure (2-1) Showing the world map
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2.3 Case studies 

Figure (2-2) Research and museum of Archaeological Lembah Bujang ReCALBu

Project Name: Research and museum of 

Archaeological Lembah Bujang 

ReCALBu

Location: Lembah bujang, kedah, malaysia

Site Area: 13.7 ACRES

Typology Cultural

Project Year: 2011

2.3.1: Research and museum of Archaeological Lembah Bujang ReCALBu
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Figure (2-3) a rendering of the exterior of Research and 

museum of Archaeological Lembah Bujang ReCALBu

Figure (2-4) a rendering of the interior of Research and 

museum of Archaeological Lembah Bujang ReCALBu
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B. Introduction 

B.1 Project description 

The site is located at one of the popular archaeological site in northern 

portion of Malaysia which is Bujang Valley, Kedah. This project provide a 

large scale that design many facilities compatible to be build on the earmarked 

place for both tourist  and research purposes. It reaches on a steep ground of 

Mount Jerai with many old structures in the shape of rock well-formed 

construction that thought to be the Hindu-Buddists tomb temple named ‘candi’ 

during 110 C.E. 

B.2 Analysing the case studies. What is the purpose &goal?

The purpose of the case is respecting the surrounding environment context 

by minimizing its footprint on the site and maximizing the vegetation for each 

layer is planned through its function consideration and workflow.
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B.3 Design concept

The concept is from a plant(yam). So, from the structure of a yam, this 

Research Centre plans and form is developed with the combination of multi 

layer curves shape. the different in height for each curve as shading and to give 

contrast in natural lighting that enter the building. 

The idea is multiple yams laying together in different height due to the Sun 

orientation. In the design, the location of spaces for each layer is planned 

through its function consideration and work flow.

Figure (2-5) Sketch concept 

Figure (2-6) Concept prograss
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B.4 General information (Site Analysis/location)

The site is located at one of the 

famous archaeological site which is 

Bujang Valley, Kedah. The picture 

shows the sun & wind directions, 

building entrances. design a research 

centre situated near the main entrance 

for its function to continue the research 

of new materials or ancient relics found 

in the Bujang Valley site and the 

surroundings.

Figure (2-7) Site plan 

Figure (2-8) showing the entrances 

The designers put the research centre 

located near the main entrance for its 

function to maintain the research of new 

supplies or ancient artefacts discovered 

in the Bujang Valley site and the 

surroundings.

Research Centre

Archaeology Centre

Central Park
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C. Building Design

C.1 Form design

Renewable
Energy

Natural
Ventilation

Basic 
Structure

Green roof
And wall

 Solar panel facing the east and west direction to promote self suction and 

reduce energy

 Courtyard at the centre functions as allowing the wind and rain water  

harvesting

 Post and beam structure with elevated stilts to follow the contour of the 

terrains

 Green roof for the cooling and to be blend with the existing green 

environment of site

Figure (2-9) showing the Design Features
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C.2 façade treatment

Figure (2-10) showing the wall analysis

C.3 Green roof system

They adopting green roof system  to deliver environmental advantages 

including decreasing storm water runoff, energy use, the heat island impact 

and providing shade with beauty to the environment..

Figure (2-11) showing the roof  system used
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C.4 Architecture drawing

The plan requires to be achieved with containing departments such as 

research centre, museum, cafe and service in the shape of unit cabins along 

the surroundings of the hilly site. The architects will take part to design every 

one of the facilities and integrate the designs to become a perfect master plan 

called ‘Culture Edutainment’

Figure (2-12) Ground floor plan
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Figure (2-13) First floor plan
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South West Elevation

North East Elevation

Figure (2-14) South West Elevation

Figure (2-15) North East Elevation
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Figure (2-16) Section YY

Figure (2-17) Section XX
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The picture shows the design features inside the building in a section 

box. They using the rain water tank as an alternative stock during water 

limitations and help keep a green and healthy. Also, provide a courtyard at 

the centre functions as allowing the wind and rainwater harvesting.

Figure (2-18) design features
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D. The main zones and spaces are

AREA PERCENTAGE
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F. Positive Features

One of the main positives features is applying and obtain the advantage 

from the site suitably, blend the form with the environment. The museum was 

considering the green context surrounding by merge the form with it by 

shaping the building as moving green to become a potent relationship within 

the site and the museum shape. The second feature is the museum layout was 

morally believing of people's well-being by minimize the harmful elements, 

and designing a courtyard that provide lightning and natural flow of air inside 

the space. 
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Project Name: New Cyprus Museum Competition

Location: Nicosia, Cyprus

Architect: Laertis Antonios Ando Vassiliou

Client Government of Cyprus, Municipality of 

Nicosia

Team: Michalis Takopoulos, Foteini

Emmanouilidou, Giorgos Orfanopoulos

Project Year: 2016

Typology Cultural and educational

2.3.2: New Cyprus Museum Competition

Figure (2-19) New Cyprus Museum
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B. Introduction 

B.1 Project description 

In this case study the M.E.T.A. designers target to capture the core of 

archaeology, specifically the pursuit of uncovering and reinstating the history 

through the literal excavation of the today. M.E.T.A., a canal of archaeological 

artefacts, is lifted off the earth, while at the same time uncovering the pieces of 

an old capital below. This signs to the conceptual “revelation” of unknown 

time stories that complements any constructive “excavation”. 

B.2 Analysing the case studies. What is the purpose &goal?

The selection of M.E.T.A. Indicates the purpose of archaeology, to re-join 

the past with the present also the future, therefore allowing for the continuation 

of civilised history.
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B.3 Design concept

Figure (2-20) Linking the site with surrounding

The selection of M.E.T.A. as an acronym and name for the suggested 

design is based on two clear concepts:
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B.4 Key design principles

The design method of M.E.T.A. supported by three principle objectives:

a) Museum vs Exhibit: The making of a landmark that will not fight with the 

beauty and significance of the artefacts displayed.

b) b) Museum vs city: The production of a structure unusual, yet detailed that 

would not shade its context. To this purpose, a futuristic idea was 

withdrawn as it will bring attention away from and lack unity with the 

enclosing environment.

c) c) Strong branding: A contemporary museum must offer a clear branding 

identity. Producing a brand that is significant, playfully informative and 

clear to recognise is equally essential to its design. 
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B.5 General information (Site Analysis/location)

Main Street

The museum located at historical site 

which is bring a unique sense of place 

and identity where the museum can be 

easily integrated. Therefore, In the site 

design, they kept away from the 

futuristic design to avoid the attract 

attention from and lack continuity with 

the surrounding environment. The 

visitors will enter and exit via the same 

physical and temporal present point. So, 

they should start their tour at the oldest 

archaeological era and follow the flow 

of history to the most recent exhibits. 

Figure (2-21) map showing the site location 

B.6 The building and environmental context. 

The museum tried to appreciate the surrounding environmental context while 

seeking to minimalize its footprint and maximizing the plants. The landscape is 

shaped into a fragmented grid structure that expresses historical effects from all 

early civilizations that settled in Cyprus.
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B.7 Landscape and sustainability

The design of landscape employs components integral to civic life since 

artefact. These contain a combination of domestic Mediterranean species of 

significance to cultivation, cultural landscaping and economy. For example, 

olive trees, citrus trees, mulberry trees, bushes and herbs that apparent this 

thought and make a different sense of space and identity.

The public outside space functions as a somewhat shaded area divided into 

different zones: A multiuse public square in the East, a prairie pasture garden 

in the West and a natural low servicing meadow in the North. The submerged 

square afford traces of the operation of “excavation” while employing as a 

sheltered display and open-air events space, the core of the project.
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Figure (2-22) picture showing the exterior square of the museum 

C. Building Design

Rain-water received from the roof and covered plaza will be stored, treated 

and re-procced for bathroom flushing. PV layer will coat 3 out of 4 facades, 

saving the permanent exhibition immediate daylight and accumulating solar 

energy.

C.1 Roof system
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C.2 Exhibition route 

The artefacts intend to connect back together the present and future by the 

past, reviving the cyclical flow of antiquity. For this reason, the historical shows 

are exhibited in a round exhibition, which will reach the people and exit through 

the same physical and temporal present period. The visitors would start their 

journey at the earliest archaeological age and track the flow of history to the 

most current displays. The exhibition area itself is definite and neutral, where 

the actual idols are the exhibits. Conclusively, the museum exit is within the 

gift-store.

Figure (2-23) picture showing historical phases of the exhibition
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C.3 Structure system

Figure (2-24) picture showing detail section of the lifted slab’s structure 

Stability cores are located at the vertical transport & risers. The steel 

structure offers support for lateral loads permitting at the same time flexibility at 

possible seismic events to safeguard the museum and its valuable content form 

any damage. 

1. Key steel supports below the elevated exhibition volume. Columns are 

flexible & structurally oversized elements to provide resilient structural design. 

• Slender steel hangers join roof and floor structure to offer 

supplementary load distribution for a robust structural system. 

• Slender steel columns integrated with the facade for 

decorative purposes

2. Steel trusses incorporated in the museum walls support cantilevering roof and 

floor structure. These elements create the large column free areas in the 

museum. 
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4. Flooring of the exhibition cases covered in heavy-duty industrial micro-

cement 

5. Double glazed facade system covered by PV mem-brane protecting the 

permanent exhibition direct sunlight and collecting solar energy. 

6. Cantilevering steel beams in the floor and roof fan out from the internal 

trusses to form the thin edges of the box shaped volume. Openings in the 

beams provide ample room for the services. Spacing and height to be 

optimized with façade. 

7. Double layer of reinforced glass encasing a thin slice of semi-transparent 

marble 

8.  Limestone clad covering the roof structure 
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C.5 Technical features

Figure (2-25) picture showing the interior design in the museum

The whole of museum depend on reinforced steel structure and a set of 

stone claddings. They used in the flooring, façade and ceiling a limestone 

clad, at the same time the plaza and the museum’s underbelly are treated in 

granite tiles. The stone material used as a primary and reference to 

archaeological excavations. The colouring remember of the colour of earth is 

raised at an archaeological dig. Therefore, the elevated slab, a piece of earth 

divided and lifted, must contain of the same material and pattern with the 

main square, that produce a natural variation. Also, the area below the 

museum is of the related texture but of a deeper tone.
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C.6 Interior of the exhibition

Figure (2-26) picture showing the entry of natural lighting 

In the interior of the exhibition, they using two materials that make a 

reference to the main material applied for the creation of most of the 

exhibits, marble. The internal wall divides the exhibition from the 

administration area is a double layer of reinforced glass encasing a thin slice 

of half-transparent marble, providing daylight to cross to the internal ring. 

Both the flooring and the foundation of the exhibition cases are enveloped in 

heavy-duty industrial micro-cement, both subtle and varying with the beige 

marble

Figure (2-27) picture showing a double layer of reinforced glass
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C.6 Museum levels

Figure (2-27) picture showing the levels of the museum 
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D. The main zones and spaces are

Adults

Children

Scientists

Laboratories

Research rooms

Admin offices

Library

Equipment storages

Exhibitions

Educational area

Gallery

Services

Including:

Users:

Area:
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F. Positive Features

One of the most features is the design of interior was meaningful that 

allowing the daylight to cross to the inner ring by forming a reference to the 

main material applied for the creation of largest of the exhibits, marble. Also 

applied sustainable techniques through rain water gathered from roof and stored 

then treated and re-consumed for toilette flushing ,and using stone as the 

original material is a reference to archaeological excavations.. In the end, They 

using landscaping elements that complete to local life since antiquity.
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Project Name: New Cyprus Museum Competition

Location: Nicosia, Cyprus

Project Year: 2017

Typology: Cultural and historical

Client: Government of Cyprus, Municipality of Nicosia

2.3.3: New Cyprus Museum Competition

Figure (2-28) picture showing New Cyprus Museum Competition
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B. Introduction 

B.1 Project description

The new Cyprus museum tells a story about their historical period through 

an attractive journey. The museum considers as cultural and historical place 

that afforded to the all generations of the community to be influence in their 

cultural core, which is a fact provided over the archaeological artefacts from 

different historical eras, and are continuously unearthed. Applying as a 

guideline the development of the historical times, ages the monuments, 

established from the beginning aceramic Neolithic period and ends - drives to 

the beginning Christian time. In addition, the project is divide to two zone, the 

first zone is serving the public, and the other for the archaeologists and the 

researchers as reference and research centre to collect the antiquities.
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B.2 Site selection criteria 

The Cyprus museum, situated in 

Nicosia city which is the capital. Also 

lives strong relationship of the museum 

to the public landscape of city and main 

public buildings in the region. The 

museum respecting the environment 

surrounding and the identity of the 

place where it can be easily integrated 

with the others. 

Main Street

The centre space for the urban fabric 

considers as part of the cultural axis 

avenue that brings the visitors and 

residents of Nicosia with the social 

services it will offer. They accept the 

current renovated building at its core as 

an information centre for the extended 

area.

Figure (2-29) picture showing site analysis

Figure (2-30) picture urban fabric
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B.3 Building design

The design forms a defined space for the outstanding Cypriot antiquities to 

be carefully carried and displayed, and at the same time continuously 

presents its inner space welcoming the visitor to reach in contact with these 

monuments. It is a variety of basin which accommodates the displays with 

fitting checked light, and continually occupying spaces above and below 

ground. So, the design significantly decreases the building volume projected 

on the around the urban landscape

Figure (2-31) picture showing the relation between the interior and exterior
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• Sustainability

The museum waves with nature and the neighbouring local context. Its 

sustainability smoothly blends with the architecture and engineering, obtaining 

preferable method of the natural resources and increasing the application of 

passive techniques to decrease energy and water waste. The sustainability has 

to be based on the productive employment of energy carried by the naturally 

occurring forces that building controls, decreasing the carbon emanations to the 

atmosphere. The museum balances within the material technology, its stability  

which affect the carbon footstep of the building site. The construction of 

museum will imagine to reprocess and recycling possibilities for the 

construction substances reaching up toward a pure cradle-to-cradle design and 

construction classifications and methods.
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Figure (2-32) picture showing the relation between the landscape and the site

B.3 Landscape and sustainability

The landscape moves and attaches to the adjacent park and captures from it the 

green vegetation that grows out and spreads its soft green hills .as follows, the park 

and the museum function as a box attached to the city. The trees and shrubs grow 

together like an intellectual picture in patterns of values, sizes and smells that fitting 

with the season as fruit trees and flowers blossom and spread in a raw context. 

Planes of water punctuate the field producing more variety in a landscape that 

protects and shows secrets as it moves. 

• Landscape
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B.4 Skin surface 

Skin surface of exhibition space has two types of 

skin which are the solid and Transparent surface. The 

solid surface  on the south sides of the exhibitions 

blocked direct sunlight and the transparent surface on 

the northern sides of the building that helps to diffused 

ambient daylight, visual contact of the exhibits with the 

urban space , Incorporation of the content of the 

museum into the plaza.

B.5 Articulation of volumes 

The volumes of buildings based on the function 

which is consist of two forms the horizontal and vertical 

volume. The horizontal surfaces serve the public and its 

transparency towards the urban plaza. The transparency, 

lightness and edges invite the museum to extend out 

into the fields and its form kindly welcome all into its 

lush premises. The vertical volume works as a 

specialized space for non public use and the skin 

designed semi- transparent surface for the protection 

from solar radiation.  

Figure (2-33) picture showing the 

skin surface of the exhibition space 

Figure (2-34) picture showing 

the circulation management 
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B.5 Project analysis

• Conference Hall 

• Library

• Offices of the department of Antiquities 

• Two level underground car parking for 200 vehicles

• Historical Building Restoration 

Figure (2-35) picture showing phases of construction
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B.6 Pathway journey of exhibition

Continuation of history

• Continuous Narrative

• Uninterrupted Course

• Movement in a helix

• Return to the point of start

Cornerstone Exhibits as means of Navigation

• Choirokoitia Neolithic settlement

• Marble statue of Aphrodite of soloi

• Hagia Irini sanctuary figurines

• Septimius Severus statue

The pendulum sculpture

• Introduction of the concept pf the continuity of TIME as a Narrative 

Principle

• Rhythm as means of understanding the passing of time

• Imply that Era is also a part of history

Figure (2-35) picture showing the interior design of exhibition 

Figure (2-36) picture showing the historical journey of exhibition 
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B.7 Building program diagram

The project divides into two building, the first building contains of two-level 

underground car parking for 200 vehicles and storage area for antiquities purpose. 

The ground floor includes café for rest, conference hall,  museum admin offices 

and lobby that lead the public to the first floor which is the exhibition. The first 

floor covers the laboratory and the display area. In addition, the department of 

antiquities consists of a library, research area, offices for the archaeologists and 

researchers and archive rooms.

Figure (2-37) picture showing the Building program diagram
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B.8 Architectural drawing

Figure (2-38) Ground floor of the museum and antiquities department
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The underground park level-1 include a parking area and storage rooms for the 

materials and antiquities equipment's.

For the underground park, level-2 contains extra parking area that serves 

public and staff.

Storage area

Parking area

Figure (2-39) Underground park level-1

Figure (2-40) Underground park level-2
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Scale 1:300              

Figure (2-43) Section A-A

Historical building 

restoration

Offices of the department of 

antiquities

Library
Exhibition

Laboratory

Scale 1:300              

Figure (2-41) Site plan 

Figure (2-42) South Elevation

Scale 1:300              
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D. The main zones and spaces are
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Chapter 3
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In this chapter, define the space program in deep with standards and function 

requirement. The goal is to be the primary source for spaces in the design stage. 

The calculation of the space program depends on the case studies in the previous 

chapter, which will be analysed as evidence to help in this chapter. Additionally, 

It will include the program assumption and detailed program for each function 

that should show in the archaeology museum.

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Zoning 

The project will be divided into two components which are the Archaeology 

Museum and Department of antiquities. The department zone will be strictly for 

the researchers and archaeologists due to their highly controlled and scientific 

nature. However, the cultural museum and exhibition are accessible to the 

public.

Diagram 1.3 main zones
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3.1.2 Expected Users

• Visitors

• Archaeologists

• Employees

• Researchers

The visitor access will be guided to the exhibition and workshop area that will 

house displays and friendly education spaces to encouraging the people to gain 

experience through various stages. The exhibition will be open to the all where 

they will be able to see an overview of the archaeology beginning with a history 

of human curiosity about the past and moving through the age of antiquarian in 

this region.

Archaeological science is the study of human history over new technology. 

Museum archaeologists carry survey and excavation program through the 

universe and examine the museum's own rich archaeological collections
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3.2 Building Type Studies

3.2.1 Building Type 

Main functions of museum :

 Collect

 Store

 Conserve

 Research

 Present 

In this part, I will explain the several relationships within the zones and the 

special areas that are asked in this type of project.  The museum will essentially 

cover different types such as a program of seminars, workshops, conferences, 

publications and research centre, as well as laboratory space for a wide range of 

archaeological research and public facilities for users. 

3.2.2 Space description: 

project consisted of the following zones: 

A. The museum:

The museum is the major zone in the project. This zone will work as the heart of 

the project by occupying the largest space. It will include the following functions: 

exhibition, gallery, admin, audio, theatre Hall, educational space, dining and 

services (Circulation and Toilets). 
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Figure (3-1) showing the museum zoning 

B. Department of antiquities:

The department is the second space in the project. This includes an office, 

research area and laboratories to host the Antiquities. It will act as a platform to 

connect the archaeologists and researchers that interested to protected 

Archaeological sites and monuments in the region. This area shall be consisted 

of a flexible research area with its services to accommodate the archaeologists.

Figure (3-2) showing the department of antiquities zoning 
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3.2.3 Guidelines for Exhibition:

A. Content

The content of the exhibition should be supported by the exhibition path and as 

well as structured such as, the subject should be suitable to an exhibition form, 

accurate and current, promote interest, be enough supported by the objects, the 

multimedia, and interactive parts. The content has to move well, elegant, and 

supported by guides.

B. Evaluation

Museums have to apply evaluation as a means to develop the relevance, 

functionality, and the effectiveness of exhibits. These include project team 

evaluation, visitor evaluation, museum staff evaluation and design evaluation. The 

exhibitions Coordinator, in consultation with the programming committee.

Designers must evaluate, through front-end, formative, and/or summative methods, 

to get better the relevance, functionality, and effectiveness of exhibits. Exhibitions 

have to evaluate together intellectual and practical fields.

C. Collections:

Not only do museums want to maintain their collections as property, but they 

need to emphasize the public through eminent management, artefacts held in the 

public trust are secure and sound. The presence of collections management in 

charters promote that quality that differentiates museums from other cultural 

organizations and entertainment venues. Provide extremely care for the National 

Collections. Also live up to our standing as a museum of international importance, 

in the way that we care for, display and clarify archaeological collections.
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D. Acoustics:

The transfer of sound through structure must be planned. Functional zones 

have to supplied with a surface or sub-surface materials that inhabit effect sounds 

and isolating holes to break away the structure transmission of sound. Noise 

sphere must be barred within zones by suitable type of finishing materials on 

floors, walls and ceiling, and the forming of interior spaces to avoid flutter and 

unfavourable amplifying impacts. To facilitate the penetration of low –frequency 

sound is reduced by structural mass, and of middle frequencies by diffusing and 

absorbing surface, and of high-frequency sound by the remove of the small-scale 

air gap in doors, windows and portions walls. 

F. Arrangement:

Require a distribution that closely bound up with the purpose of the museum 

and the nature, quality, and principal components of its set. Each style of a 

museum has different needs, which may be work by different architectural 

methods.

G. Division of Space:

To design a museum the architect will also be affected by the path in which it 

is prepared to employ and divide the space to be devoted to the displays. Also, it 

more linked to the issue of lighting. The modern path is to bring largely unbroken 

spaces to divided up by dynamic segmentation or lightweight structures.
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H. Museum Services:

Define the size and location of the services by deciding how much space can 

close and should be specified for the following activities of the museum in its 

connection with the zone (gallery, lectures, theatre, offices ).

I. Exhibition space-form 

Modify the dimensions and the relation between height and width, also by 

employing various skins and colours for the walls and several types of floors in.

Figure (3-3) Explaining the circulation in space.

J. Lighting:

Daylight and artificial light include radiation which may blanch, dried, colour 

changing and distort displays. Conservation measures can save against this but 

only if they are completely applied and spotted. The museum has to be so 

controlled as to produce a better use of this source of light, even if other specific 

advantages should be sacrificed as a result, which must be determined according 

to the individual necessity.
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K. Sunlight

• The breakthrough of sunlight in the gallery have to be limited

• Spots of sunlight on the wall should be an inattention that competes with the 

displayed items

• Sunlight can cause harm to the display items

• Sunlight can effect in excessive heating, which can raise the burden of air 

conditioning 

Figure (3-4) Showing light direction from ceiling.
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L. Access for people with disabilities:

The project should conform to the requirements of people with any type of 

disability.

Entrance: must be attainable to all through the main entrance. Where there are 

keeping constraints with a historic building, changing the main point of access for 

everyone can stay away from harmful alterations. Else a divided path for 

wheelchair may be needful.

Circulations: If possible all guests with or without disabilities must use the same 

paths throughout. Where space permits, like a better method of changing levels, is 

a ramp or supply a lift device

WCs: provide WCs for disabled visitors on all the floors.

Staff needs Access is with disabilities to all offices and stores, with accessible 

toilet facilities on the office level. This would open up this area to disabled 

students, researches.

Figure (3-5) Showing accessibility for disabled people at levels.
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3.2.4 Design Criteria 

A display sample is a cabinet with one or often more clear glass for plastic. 

usually acrylic for strength) sides and/or top, applied to display items for 

viewing. A display  it can be on the floor, or built-in. Built-in displays may be 

attached on the wall. It can act as room partitions. or maybe fixing from the 

ceiling. 

Natural lighting is achieved by the employ of atriums and cut out spaces. mainly 

by north lighting. Picture explains the plan and section of different natural 

lighting arrangements. 

A. Exhibition 

6

7
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Figure (3-8) Representing person's concept without his/her peripheral vision.

The cone of vision is the optical region represented by a drawing that relates 

to a person's concept without his/her peripheral vision. the cone of vision is the 

sphere of sight - or the angle of sight. For instance. if a person needed to see the 

whole art display. normally a cone of vision is 60 degrees is expected. Therefore 

a person would want to sit far enough back to gain this degree of vision.

The planning of a museum should be applying the storyboard as a guide, the 

designer should then continue to evaluate and designate exhibition space 

according to storyboard themes and other visual and community needs.

Figure (3-9) Representing the planning of a museum .
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B. Laboratory

Laboratories for education and working, including a huge number of 

workstations, regularly with simple  materials. Research labs are normally in 

smaller spaces with limited equipment and additional places for activities like 

weighing and measuring, centrifuges and autoclaves, washing up, climatised and 

cold rooms with constant temperature, photographic rooms/darkrooms, etc.

Figure (3-10) Minimum person width between workstation

Figure (3-11) division of  research lab

Figure (3-12) Lab for educating and teaching 77



B1. Section

B2. Plan

Figure (3-13) space workstation 
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B3. Detailed plan

Figure (3-14) workstation  detailed plan
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C. Auditorium

The minimum area  0.5 m2 per spectator is to be accepted for sitting spectators. 

This number is obtained from a seat width x row spacing of at least 0.45 m2 per 

seat, plus an added minimum of 0.5m x 0.9m about 0.05m2 per seat.

Figure (3-15) Auditorium seats

Figure (3-16) Representing the design of row 
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Figure (3-17)

D. Meeting room

Meeting and conferences rooms:

Table.1 showing the number of people for each area 

Figure (3-18) meeting room with 4 persons Figure (3-19) : meeting room with 5 persons

Figure (3-20) : meeting room with 8 to 12 persons 
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E. Classrooms

Standard classroom square or rectangular 65m2 with furniture in rows and 

freely arranged furniture

Figure (3-21) : class room with 65m2 

Lecture rooms and areas for general-purpose teaching in different 

organization that can have from 30-36 places and 32 to 40 seats 

Figure (3-22) : 30 to 36 seats Figure (3-23) : 32 to 40 seats 
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Figure (3-24) Seminar room with different arrangement of seating

Figure (3-25) Multiple lecture rooms
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F. Office

Figure (3-26) Workstation example
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Figure (3-27)

Figure (3-28)

Dimension of furnishing office

Regular office furnishing
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The following is a list of recommended workstation sizes for various job 

functions. Using these workstation sizes will promote efficient space planning 

within building grids and provide flexibility for accommodating future 

organizational changes.

Table.2 showing workstation sizes for various job functions.
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Workstation Space Type F - Open, 4.5 m2 Workstation Space Type D - Open, 9.3 m

Workstation Space Type E - Open, 6.5m

Figure (3-29) workstation type 

Figure (3-30) workstation type 
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Workstation Space Type C - Closed, 9.3 m

Workstation Space Type B - Closed, 13.9 m

Workstation Space Type A - Closed, 22.5 m

Figure (3-31) workstation type 88



G. Restaurant and cafe

The distribution of the furniture in the cafeteria spaces might take different 

forms. To be prepared to eat comfortably, one person needs a table area of around 

60cm wide by 40cm deep. This gives sufficient clearance between adjacent 

diners. Although an added 20cm of space in the centre for dishes and tureens is 

sometimes useful, an overall width of 80-85cm is proper for a dining table. 

Round tables, or tables with six or eight sides, with a diameter of 90-120cmare 

perfect for four people and can also get one or two more.

Figure (3-32)
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Figure (3-33) Showing the section of person and table distance

Figure (3-34) Plans of different shapes of tables
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H. Kitchen

Figure (3-35) Functional dimension of kitchen layout

Figure (3-36) Working drawing of kitchen plan
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I. Library

In the library the area required for a 2.5m2; for a PC or individual work place 

4.0 m2 is needed. The below figure explains the circulation of the workstation 

,distance between the shelves and height of  the book units.

Figure (3-37)
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This is an example of library plan that with several types to give various 

options to the visitors to read separately or with a group. 

Figure (3-38)
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J. Circulation

Several types of circulation applied through the building that helps all kinds 

of visitors from the private zone to public occupants. Also, the consideration in 

the circulation system of a project as a significant factor that influences our 

perception of the designs and spaces of that place 

Figure (3-39) Showing the section and plan of the lift

In accordance with worldwide standard, 

the width of the step to be used is 60 cm 

(for one person). 80cm (for one-to-two 

people) and 100cm (for two people width) .

Ramps have to be afforded to enable 

wheelchair users and those with  trolleys to 

pass easily from one level to another

Figure (3-40) Accessible corridor dimensions

Figure (3-41) Showing elevation of escalator

Figure (3-42) Showing design of a ramp
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Figure (3-43) Showing design of staircase
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Figure (3-44) Showing design of staircase
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K. Parking

In the parking, the type, size and shape of a turning place in a road depends on 

the road use in that appropriate area. It also has to be proper for the demands of 

the road users and must meet town planning requirements. It is challenging to 

make recommendations for a suitable choice of road turning place which is valid 

in all cases. 

Figure (3-45) Representing a parking layout
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Figure (3-46) Car dimension
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L. Others

L1. Small goods lifts

Small goods lifts: payload ≥ 300 kg; car floor area < 0.8m2; for transporting small 

goods, documents, food etc.; not for use by passengers. The shaft framework is 

normally made of steel sections set in the shaft pit or on the floor, and clad on all 

sides by non-flammable building materials.

Figure (3-47) lift dimension

Figure (3-48) lift plan
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L2. Prayer hall

L3. Multi-Purpose Hall

Figure (3-49) Showing praying space per person

Figure (3-50) Showing different layouts of multi purpose rooms

Multipurpose rooms face a couple of common classes of need. 

 First, it can be appropriated for conversation groups, faculty conferences, and 

other exercises. 

 Second, many communities, institutional, social, and civic government 

groups will do many uses of multipurpose halls. Also to achieve the best 

value, the rooms have to design in a comfortable and productive use of audio-

visual material. Besides, it should be facing closet area for storage of boards, 

folding desks, seats, and related stuff. 
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L4. Restroom

 Private toilet for employees

Figure (3-51) Different units that used on the bathrooms. 

 Public Toilets for visitors

Figure (3-52) Toilets to public
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3.2.5  Architecture standards 

A. Exhibition 

The exhibition is the most space that should stay attractive to the public. It 

creates flexibility and efficient traffic flow pattern to produce easy way from the 

main entrance, into the exhibits, and on to other key parts of the building or 

outside. Be equipped with applicable wall and floor space for exhibits and 

displays.

Figure (3-54) shows the strong connection between the exhibition zones

c
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A1. The objective of the recommended museum should be determined, as well as 

the geographic region, the subject (history, natural history, or art)and extent of 

display and other duties. The following is an example of an adequate basic 

description of a museum :

 Collect, preserve, study and exhibit significant objects of the community.

 Afford educational services to enhance public awareness and stimulate 

productive activity.

Table.3 showing the functions and its space required.
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A2. A good museum includes these basic functions :

(1) curatorial

(2) display

(3) display preparation,

(4) education.

In order to realize both objectives and functions, certain facilities and spaces 

are essential.

Figure (3-55) The zone of public and stuff area
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A3. The aim of this redirection is:

 To obtain a more uniform distribution of daylight

 To obtain better daylight illumination in the depths of the room

 To avoid glare when the sun is high, and to make use of winter sun

 To mask out zenith luminance, or to make indirect use of it

 To redirect particularly diffuse radiation

 To eliminate the need for additional solar protection (possibly trees) by 

achieving glare protection on the inside. 

Figure (3-56) Showing light redirection in ceiling areas 105



Natural lighting is completed through the use of atriums and cut out spaces, 

particularly by north lighting. Fig presents the plan and section of different natural 

lighting arrangements. 

Figure (3-57) representing the Natural lighting through space and 

atriums

A4.
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Figure (3-58) Circulation in space

Designing circulation spaces should be: 

 Widen corridors , the average 2.4m to 2.8m  

 Corridors have to be able to handle two-way traffic.

 Break up corridor lengths that will decrease travel time and control kids 

from moving through the galleries. 

 Keep corridors with an appropriate width.

 Consider rounding or angling corners that create a sight line to the 

intersecting corridor.

 Blind corners can be a danger because people who walk at a fast pace or turn 

comes quickly do not notice the traffic in the intersecting hallway. 

A5.
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A6.

Lighting is categorized by intended use as general, vent, or task lighting that 

relay largely on the distribution of the light created by the fixture. bans of lighting 

include alcove lighting, which like most other up lighting is indirect. This is often 

done with fluorescent lighting. 

Figure (3-59)The distribution of the light created by the fixture
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B. Display

Spaces have enhanced the audience's engagement with the collection 

Concluding accessory applications. While walking through a museum and facing 

displays that are intended to present a definitive artefact or items of artwork in the 

most likeable way possible. These visually exciting displays usually in children 

and adults alike. These wonderful displays are indicated to as museum exhibits. 

They able to found in all categories of museums, including art museums, history 

museums, and science museums. Museum exhibits are constitute and coordinated 

to be both agreeable and cultural. Designing a museum exhibit, therefore, require 

a strong deal of accurate planning and task of work. The displays in a museum are 

usually install so that they are placed and displayed as naturally as possible. They 

should be planned with a museum's obtainable space . 

Figure (3-60) Different display cases
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Figure (3-61) Object display
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Figure (3-62) Case design
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Figure (3-63) Display Lighting Techniques

C. Restaurant

Figure (3-64) Functional diagram of medium-sized restaurant

Types of restaurants:

Figure (3-65) Traditional 

restaurants with 110 set

Figure (3-66) Restaurant seating 124 with 

self-service carving table 112



D. Arrangement

If the cases are designed with smoothly curving lines to take advantage of this 

treatment of movement guests will observe the significance attractive and can grow 

simply with the line of the case. 

Figures presented the arrangements can waver which gives a particular story and 

a desire on the part of the visitor to look throughout corners to observe what is next. 

Cases that space designed to narrow the entrance a bit so that the hall inside then 

opens out give a certain amount of attention.

Figure (3-67) Showing the design of display cases

Figure (3-68) Showing the arrangements layout
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E. Classroom

Sound should reach each member of the audience with equal amplitude without 

any echo. Suspended ceilings for reflection and absorption. Rear walls lined with 

sound absorbent material, other walls smooth. Light level in a windowless lecture 

theatre: 600 Ix.

Saw-tooth layout, risk of 

disturbance between rooms

Multi storey building. two classes around a staircase, 

daylight from two sides

Hexagonal classrooms with no corridor. access through

cloakroom. lobby
Classroom with daylight from high window, but no 

window at the back. Corridor opens out in front of each 

classroom with cloakroom and store room

Hexagonal classrooms and internal triangular 

handicrafts room with no windows

Multi storey building. two classes around a staircase, 

daylight from two sides

Figure (3-69) Showing the classes room form
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F. Offices

Types of workstation area

Economical one-row layout; very deep offices

Double row layout

Three-row layout

Without Corridors

Figure (3-70) Showing Types of workstation area
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Combined OfficeSeparate Office

Connecting telecommunications technology, data processing, and office equipment

Figure (3-71) Showing separate and combined plan of office

Figure (3-72) Representing the basic components of an office
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G. Auditorium

Figure (3-73) Showing the circulation of diagram

Figure (3-74) Showing the Auditorium lights

Auditorium spaces are created to serve large 

audiences. for example, they tend to have 

wide spans and are multiple-stories high to 

include seating, sightlines, and acoustical 

requirements. Raised stage/dais floors and 

specialised lighting fixtures are often needed 

as well. 

Figure (3-75) Showing the Auditorium forms
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G1. 

 Auditoriums contain more than 150 seats 

 Aisles may be sloped but all seating areas must be tiered 

 Theatre-style seating with attached tablets are allowed 

 A curved configuration is optimum 

 18 square feet per student overall, but at least 6.5 square feet per student in the 

seating area, allows for ample circulation amongst the seats.

 The square feet per student ratio is proportionate to the space associated with 

the podium/front of room, and amount of circulation space required. If the 

function of the room requires a large stage area or specific circulation pattern, 

the overall square feet per student may be over guideline. 

Figure (3-76) Showing the types of the Auditorium
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H. Laboratory

The following identifies the preferable solutions in designing a typical lab: 

Lab planning module Lab planning concepts

Architectural considerations

Flexibility Building systems distribution 

concepts

H.1 Laboratory types: 

Chemistry Lab Biology Lab

Physical LabComputer Lab

H2. Open labs vs closed labs:

 A growing number of research institutions are organising "open" labs to 
encourage team-based work. 

 The open lab concept is significantly different from that of the "closed" lab of 
the past, which was founded on accommodating the   individual primary 
investigator.

 In open labs, researchers share not only the place itself but also tools, table 
space, and support staff. 

 The open lab format helps discussion between scientists and makes the lab 
more clearly flexible for future wants. 

 A wide variety of labs—from wet biology and chemistry labs, to engineering 
labs, to dry computer science facilities—are now being designed as open labs.

Figure (3-77) Showing the types of the Laboratory
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There are many variations to organise each lab. The Adjacencies with corridor 

can be designed with  a single, two corridors (racetrack), or a three corridor 

scheme. Explained below are three strategies to arrange a single corridor 

scheme:

Single corridor lab design with labs 

and office adjacent to each other.

Single corridor lab design with offices 

clustered together at the end and in the 

middle.

Single corridor lab design with office 

clusters accessing main labs directly.

H3.

Figure (3-78) Showing the three strategies to arrange a single corridor scheme
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Two-Directional Lab Module—Another level of flexibility can be completed 

by designing a lab module that goes in both directions. Allows the casework to be 

orderly in either direction. This concept is more flexible than the basic lab module 

concept but may request additional space. The employ of a two-directional grid is 

useful to accommodate several lengths of a run for casework. The casework may 

have to be moved to make a diverse kind or size of the workstation.

Three-Dimensional Lab Module—The three-dimensional lab module 

planning concept joins the basic lab module or a two-directional lab module with 

any lab corridor arrangement for every floor of a building. So that means a three-

dimensional lab module able to have a single-corridor arrangement on one floor, a 

two-corridor layout on another, and so on. To make a three-dimensional lab 

module:

 A basic or two-directional lab module should be defined. All vertical 

risers should be completely arranged.

 (Vertical risers contain fire stairs, elevators, restrooms, and shafts for 

utilities.)

 The mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems should be arranged 

in the ceiling to operate with the varied corridor arrangements.

H4.
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H5. Consideration of interior in labs:

 Equipment zones —These should be formed in the first phase of design to 

accommodate equipment, fixed, or movable casework at a later time.

 Generic labs

 Mobile casework —This can be include of mobile tables and mobile base 

cabinets. It gives researchers to preamble the lab instituted on their 

requirements as opposed to adjusting to pre-specific fixed casework.

 Flexible partitions —These can be taken down and put back up in another 

place, giving lab spaces to be configured in a kind of sizes.

 Overhead service carriers — hanging from the ceiling. They can have 

services such as piping, electric, data, light fixtures, and snorkel exhausts. 

Provide maximum flexibility as functions are lifted off the floor, allocating 

free floor space to organise as needed.

Figure (3-76) Showing the Mobile casework 
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H6. Interstitial Space

An interstitial space is a separate floor situated on top of each lab floor. All 

services and utilities are located here where they drop down to service the lab 

below. This system has a high initial cost, but it provides the building to 

accommodate switch readily without crashing the labs.

Sustainability considerations, designers have to aim to inspire sustainable, high 

performance, and low-energy laboratories that will:

 Minimize overall environmental impacts

 Protect occupant safety

 Optimize whole building efficiency on a life-cycle basis.

Figure (3-81) Showing the difference between the interstitial and conventional design
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In the operation of collection services, not every operation necessarily require a 

separate space, some services may be provided by outside agencies. As far as 

possible, collection movement and public circulation should be kept separate.

Figure (3-82) Showing the layout of service

In Museum Planning.

Building services engineering includes mechanical engineering. Electrical 

engineering and plumbing (MEP) engineering, all of which are further sub-

divided into the following:

 Communication lines, telephones and IT networks 

 Escalators and lifts 

 Fire detection and protection 

 Heating. ventilation and air conditioning I HVAC 

 Lightning protection 

 Natural lighting and artificial lighting, and building facades 

 Security and alarm systems 

 Water drainage and plumbing 

H7. Services
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3.2.6 Functional Requirement

A. Space program hierarchy 

Diagram 1.4 Space program of museum 125



Diagram 1.4 Space program of antiques dep
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B. Space Assumption & Program

21%

47%

2%

7%

10%

13%

Area Percentage

Public area Exhibition display Administration Audio Educational Services

B1. Museum

Table.4 showing the space program required for the museum.
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B2. Department of antiquates

14%

27%

23%

25%

11%

Area Percentage

Lobby  area Administration Library Labs Services

Table.5 showing the space program required for the department of antiquities.
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Site area :

15,000 m 

8050/15,000 x 100 = 53%

As stated by Saudi municipality, the maximum of the built-up area is 60% of the 

land. My project will take 50% of the site  probably because I considered the 

landscape and outdoor area.

The regulation of the packing according to Saudi municipality.

Table.6 showing the parking regulation that required for Saudi municipality.
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C. Architecture Programming

Total Area 
m²

Net Area 
m²

Area/
persons

No.of
Users

Quantit
y

Main Space 

M
U

S
E

U
M

Public area 

600 m²600 m²2 m²3001Entrance Hall

Su
b

 s
p

ac
es

150 m²150 m²1 m²1501Reception desk

300 m²100 m²1 m²1003Tickets desk

50 m²50 m²1 m²501Docent office

200 m²100 m²1 m²1002Souvenir Shops

3 m²3 m²1 m²31Security office

120 m²60 m²1.5 m²402Waiting area F/M

30 m²15 m²10% of the 
used area

-2Storage room

48 m²24 m²3 m²300300
User 
=(8)

Toilets

1501 m²Total =

Exhibition & display

325 m²325 m²0.65 m²5001Orientation theater 

Su
b

 S
p

ac
es

1000 m²1000 m²2 m²5001Permanent exhibition

500 m²500 m²2 m²2501Temporary exhibition

300 m²300 m²40% of the 
used area

1Outdoor exhibition

1000 m²500 m²2 m²2502Gallery

112.5 m²112.5 m²15% of the 
Exh area

2Equipment storage

120 m²60 m²1.5 m²402Waiting area F/M

120 m²60 m²3 m²20790 user = 
20

Toilets

3477.5Total =

Table.7 showing the space program of the museum zones.
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Total Area 
m²

Net Area 
m²

Area/
persons

No.of
Users

Quantit
y

Main Space 

M
U

S
E

U
M

 

Administration

30 m²30 m²1 m²30 1Reception desk

Su
b

 s
p

ac
es

10 m²4.5 m² + 
equipment 

= 10 m²

1.5 m²31Manger office

10 m²4.5 m² + 
equipment 

= 10 m²

1.5 m²31Secretary office

30 m²15 m²1.5 m²-2offices

33 m²33 m²1.5 m²161Meeting room

40 m²20 m²1 m²-2Staff lounge

30 m²15 m²10% of the 
used area

2Storage room

10.8 m²5.4 m²2.7 m²22Toilets

193.8Total =

Audio / visual

Auditorium

Su
b

 s
p

ac
es

30% of the 
space

1Back stage

195 m²195 m²0.65 m²3001Audience seats

45 m²45 m²1.5 m²-Stage

48 m²24 m²1.2 m²202Lecture room

120 m²60 m²1.5 m²402Waiting area F/M

81 m²13.5 m²2.7 m²56=200Toilets

489Total =

Table.8 showing the space program of the museum zones.
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Total Area 
m²

Net Area 
m²

Area/
persons

No.of UsersQuantityMain Space 

M
U

S
E

U
M

 

Educational

48 m² 24 m²  1.2 m² 204Classes

Su
b

 s
p

ac
es

128 m² 128 m²2 m²651Multi-purpose room

160 m²40 m² 2 m²204Workshops

120 m²120 m²1.2 m²1001Small Library

96 m²48 m²1.2 m²402Seminar room

81 m²13.5 m²2.7 m²56=200Toilets

633Total =

Dining

2402401.2 m²2001Restaurant

Su
b

 S
p

ac
es

72 m²72 m²30% of the 
Res area

-1Kitchen

7.2 m²7.2 m²10% of the 
kitch.space

-1Food Storage

43.2 m²10.8 m²2.7 m²3120 =4 Toilets

362.4Total =

General Services

50 m²50 m²5 m²101Maintenance

Su
b

 S
p

ac
es

45 m²9 m²--5House keeping

160 m²160 m²0.85 m²2001Men prayer hall

85 m²85 m²0.85 m²1001Women prayer hall

60 m²30 m²2 m²152Staff room

60 m²20 m²--3Control room

Mechanical

20 m²20 m²--1Chiller

20 m²20 m²--1Air handler

20 m²20 m²--1Cooling tower

Electrical

24 m²24 m²--1Transformer room

24 m²24 m²--1Generator room

24 m²24 m²--1Electrical riser room

590Total =

Table.9 showing the space program of the museum zones.
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Total Area 
m²

Net Area 
m²

Area/
persons

No.of UsersQuantityMain Space 

D
e

p
a

r
t

m
e

n
t

 o
f

 a
n

t
i

q
u

i
t

i
e

s

Lobby Hall

200 m²200 m²2 m²1001Entrance Hall

Su
b

 S
p

ac
es

60 m²60 m²30% of 
the 

dinn.space

-1Reception

6 m²6 m²10% of 
the 

kitch.spac
e

-1Security office

18 m²9 m²3 m²100100 = 3Toilets

284Total =

Offices Area 

20 m²20 m²--1Director’s office

Su
b

 S
p

ac
es

16 m²16 m²--1Director’s secretary

32 m²16 m²--2Curators of antiquities

32 m²16 m²--2Archaeological officers

20 m²20 m²--1Publication room

24 m²12 m²--2Graphic office

24 m²12 m²--2Architect and civil office

30 m²30 m²--1Conservation room

24 m²12 m²--2Technicians office

12 m²12 m²--1Foreman office

12 m²12 m²--1Accountant office

50 m²25 m²--2Conference room 

40 m²20 m²--2Maps archive

48 m²12 m²--4Equipment room

10 m²10 m²1.5 m²-1Printer/ copier/ fax/call 
center

120 m²60 m²1.5 m²402Lounge

43.2 m²10.8 m²2.7 m²3120 =4 Toilets

557.2Total =

Table.10 showing the space program of the department zones.
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Table.11 showing the space program of the department zones.
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Total Area 
m²

Net Area m²Area/
persons

No.of UsersQuantityMain Space 

D
e

p
a

r
t

m
e

n
t

 o
f

 
a

n
t

i
q

u
i

t
i

e
s

Library

200 m²200 m²2 m²1001Reception

Su
b

 S
p

ac
es

60 m²60 m²-1Book collection area

48 m²24 m²1.2 m²202Reserve room

40 m²40 m²2 m²201Computer lab

12 m²12 m²3 m²41Manager office

48 m²12 m²3 m²-4Librarian’s office

40 m²40 m²2 m²201Staff lounge

10 m²10 m²1.5 m²-1Printer/ copier/ fax/call center

18 m²9 m²3 m²100100 = 3Toilets

476Total =

Laboratories

48 m²12 m²1.5 m²-4 Researcher room

Su
b

 S
p

ac
es

45  m²45 m²3 m²15 1Soil and topography lab

45  m²45 m²3 m²15 1Material lab

45  m²45 m²3 m²15 1Cleaning and Cataloguing 
Artefacts

45  m²45 m²3 m²15 1Archaeological lab

240 m²60 m²3 m²204Equipment storage

10 m²10 m²1.5 m²-1Printer/ copier/ fax/call center

43.2 m²10.8 m²2.7 m²3120 =4 Toilets

521.2Total =

Table.12 showing the space program of the department zones.
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Chapter 4
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This chapter is about deciding an appropriate site according to the requirements 

of the project. The chapter will evaluate three different site alternatives, and the 

best one will be chosen regarding their criteria, location and accessibility, which 

shows the significance of this selection and how it will impact the project 

functionally. In the end, this analysis will indicate the unfavourable and the 

favourable points of each site and choose the ideal one.

4.1 Introduction
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4.2 Site criteria 

The following are the essential criteria to evaluate the site. 

Table (4.1)

Table.13 showing the site selection criteria 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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4.2.2 Sites Location 

Figure (4-1) showing the different site alternatives 
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Site selection:

4.2.1 Reason of site selection 

As almost every region in KSA is different in its traditional contexts, 

architectural designs, geological characteristics, Tabuk also is interestingly 

landmark in several ways. This city has an old historical background, and the 

archaeological monuments that grown around the province show that several 

nations existed about 8000 years. Therefore, it will provide value and identity to 

the site of my project.

To get the objectives of the project, the selection of the site based on different 

factors, which involve:

 Location of the site

 The visitor able to access and reach the site clearly

 Attraction point

 The site should provide enough connection with the rest of the city

 Historical value 
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Site selected Area = 20,000 m2

Built Area = 8,050 m2

Site alternatives, Tabuk city

 Alternative one 

Total land area = 2,000000m2

Location: Tabuk, King Fahad Rd

Coordinates: 28.347159, 36.402883

Figure (4-2) showing the first alternative site .
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 Alternative two, Alula city 

Total land area = 6.8,000,00 m2

Location: Alula, Madain Saleh

Coordinates: 26.812325, 37.953638

Figure (4-3) showing the second alternative site 
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 Alternative three, Tayma city

Total land area = 6.8,000,00 m2

Location: Tabuk, Tayma,King abdulaziz Rd

Coordinates: 27.626295, 38.515592

Figure (4-4) showing the third alternative site 
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Assessment of first site

Assessment C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

1 Excellent dd R DF D F

0.8 Good D 4

0.6Moderate 

0.4 Weak 

Total points = 6.6 out of 7 

Assessment of second site

Assessment C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

1 Excellent dd E F

0.8 Good D D

0.6Moderate D S

0.4 Weak 

Total points = 5.8 out of 7 

Assessment of third site

Assessment C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

1 Excellent dd 3 J

0.8 Good D

0.6Moderate D

0.4 Weak S R

Total points = 5.2 out of 7 

o Site capacity (C1)

o Neighborhood compatibility (C2)

o Topography(C3)

o Security(C4)

o Landmark (C5)

o Visibility (C6)

o Vacant land surrounding (C7)

4.2.3 Evaluation for different alternatives 

Criteria 1

Criteria 2

Criteria 3

Criteria 4Criteria 5

Criteria 6

Criteria 7

Flower chart

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3

Table.14 Showing the evaluation site evaluation 

Diagram 1.5 Flower chart
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4.3 Selected Site Analysis And Design Responses. 

According to the evaluation of the three site alternatives, the first location gets 

the largest rate. As a result, it is the appropriate site and acceptable to a museum 

project. 

King Faisal Rd, a newly developed area in Tabuk. Quiet and less crowded field. 

The selected site is located in King Faisal Rd, Tabuk that on an intersection of two 

main and secondary street. King Faisal Road has great projects that keep pace with 

the cultural renaissance in that region, which aims to develop and improve the 

Tabuk region. The projects contain several activities, modern service projects, 

including the main garden, public events areas,  a business centre, a walkway and 

exhibition city. The chosen site near educational zones that serve the researchers 

and archaeologists in their archaeological research.

4.3.2 Site’s historical importance 

4.3.1 The selected Site 

4.3.3 Site’s information 

The site is located in the north of the Kingdom, Tabuk region. king Feisal road, 

with a site area of 24000m2 and built Area 8,050 m2
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4.3.4 Selected Site Analysis And Design Responses. 

A. Site Capacity & Vacant lands (C1-3)

Vacant Land for future expansion

Figure (4-5) Showing the top view of tabuk 

Figure (4-6) Showing the site Capacity & Vacant land
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Figure (4-7) Showing the Topography 

C. Topography (C3)
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4.3.5 Site’s climate

Figure (4-8) Showing the Environmental analysis
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Figure (4-9) sunny, partly cloudy and precipitation days 

Figure (4-10) The average of participation and temperature 

Figure (4-11) The average of rainfall
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Figure (4-12) The wind-rose of Tabuk city
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Best Time of Year to Visit

Figure (4-13) The tourists score during a year
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4.3.6 Site's Regulations 

Figure (4-14) Regulations of tabuk city
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4.3.7 Traffic 

Figure (4-15) Typical traffic of tabuk 
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Imam Turky bin Abdullah Rd

King Faisal Rd

4.3.8 Accessibility

The location is accessible by vehicles from two main roads which are the 

Imam Turky bin Abdullah Rd crossing King Faisal Rd

Figure (4-16) Accessibility
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4.3.9 Neighbourhood analysis

Banks 

Hospitals 

Restaurants

University

Gas station

Figure (4-17) Several services serve the site 
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4.3.10 Landmark (C5)

Millennium Hotel University of Tabuk

Waterfall ParkEid prayer

Figure (4-18) landmarks
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4.3.11 Views (from, to and through the site)

Site selected Area = 20,000 m2

Built Area = 8,050 m2

Total land area = 2,000000m2

Location: Tabuk, King Fahad Rd

Coordinates: 28.347159, 36.402883

Figure (4-19) Showing several views from different direction of the site
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4.3.12 Site’s Opportunity Vs. problems

Opportunities Problems

• Easy access to the visitor from

two main roads.

• The topography identifies the

regional context.

• Empty units which is perfect for

prevailing wind.

• The visibility of the project will

be apparent because of the two

main road view.

• The site placed near the

educational area which serves

students and researchers to visit

the site.

• Directly solar access to the site

because no tall building in the

surrounding.

• No shading around the site.

• Long distance to airport.

• Weak services.

• Empty lands surround it

20,000 m2

Prevailing winds

ACCESSIBILTY

SOLAR ACCESS 

SITE'S SHAPE

Countering

Figure (4-20) Analysing 

Table.14 Showing the Site’s Opportunity Vs. problems
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4.3.13 Design Responses

22500 m2

Figure (4-21) Design Responses

Figure (4-22) dimension of the site 
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